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Comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of reinforced concrete slabs-from leading authorities in the field. Offering an essential background for a thorough understanding of building code requirements and design
procedures for slabs, Reinforced Concrete Slabs, Second Edition provides a full treatment of today's approaches to reinforced concrete slab analysis and design. Now brought up to date with a wealth of new material
on computer optimization, the equivalent frame method, lateral load analysis, and other current topics, the new edition of this classic text begins with a general discussion of slab analysis and design, followed by an
exploration of key methods (equivalent frame, direct design, and strip methods) and theories (elastic, lower bound, and yield line theories). Later chapters discuss other important issues, including shear strength,
serviceability, membrane action, and fire resistance. Comprehensive and accessible, Reinforced Concrete Slabs, Second Edition appeals to a broad range of readers-from senior and graduate students in civil and
architectural engineering to practicing structural engineers, architects, contractors, construction engineers, and consultants.
Emphasizing a conceptual understanding of concrete design and analysis, this revised and updated edition builds the student?s understanding by presenting design methods in an easy to understand manner
supported with the use of numerous examples and problems. Written in intuitive, easy–to–understand language, it includes SI unit examples in all chapters, equivalent conversion factors from US customary to SI
throughout the book, and SI unit design tables. In addition, the coverage has been completely updated to reflect the latest ACI 318–11 code.
This open access book presents theoretical and practical research relating to the vast, publicly financed program for the construction of new schools and the reorganization of existing educational buildings in Italy.
This transformative process aims to give old buildings a fresh identity, to ensure that facilities are compliant with the new educational and teaching models, and to improve both energy efficiency and structural
safety with respect to seismic activity. The book is divided into three sections, the first of which focuses on the social role of the school as a civic building that can serve the needs of the community. Innovations in both
design and construction processes are then analyzed, paying special attention to the Building Information Modeling (BIM) strategy as a tool for the integration of different disciplines. The final section is devoted to
the built heritage and tools, technologies, and approaches for the upgrading of existing buildings so that they meet the new regulations on building performance. The book will be of interest to all who wish to learn
about the latest insights into the challenges posed by, and the opportunities afforded by, a comprehensive school building and renovation program.
Tensile surface structures are the visual expression of an intensive rethinking of the topic of building envelopes by designers. Advances in design methods, materials, construction elements and assembly and erection
planning in the field of lightweight construction are enabling ever more exacting applications of tensile structures with envelope and structural functions, especially in roofing over large clear spans without internal
support. However, the particular mechanical characteristics of the materials used in the construction of textile structures demand consideration of the question of "buildability". This book provides answers by
discussing the fundamental influence of material manufacture and assembly in deciding the most suitable type of building or structure and its detailing in the design process. The fundamentals of material
composition, manufacturing process, patterning and the behaviour of flexible structural systems are all explained here, as well as their use as structural and connection elements, and special attention is given to the
erection of wide-span lightweight structures. The erection equipment is described, as well as the lifting and tensioning process and the construction methods used to erect the characteristic types of tensile structures,
illustrated with a selection of example projects. Forword by Werner Sobek.
Computing in Civil and Building Engineering
Theory and Design
Recent Advances in 3D Imaging, Modeling, and Reconstruction
Form and Behaviour
Topology Optimization in Structural and Continuum Mechanics
Volume 1: Basis and Solids

Prepared by the Technical Council on Lifeline Earthquake Engineering of ASCE. This TCLEE Monograph covers the entire range of fire following earthquake (FFE) issues, from
historical fires to 20th-century fires in Kobe, San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley, and Northridge. FFE has the potential of causing catastrophic losses in the United States, Japan,
Canada, New Zealand, and other seismically active countries with wood houses. This comprehensive book on FFE and urban conflagrations provides state-of-the-practice insight on
unique issues, such as large diameter flex hose applications by fire and water departments. Topics include: History of past fires; Computer modeling of fire spread in the postearthquake urban environment; Concurrent damage and fire impacts for water, power gas, communication and transportation systems; Examples of reliable water systems built or
designed in San Francisco, Vancouver, Berkeley, and Kyoto; Use of large diameter (5 in.) and ultralarge diameter (12 in.) flex hose for fire fighting and water restoration; and Costeffectiveness of various FFE mitigation strategies, with a detailed benefit-cost model. Water utility engineers, fire fighting professionals, and emergency response planners will benefit
from reading this book.
The subject of the book is the design of aluminium alloys structures. The subject is treated from different points of view, like technology, theory, codification and applications.
Aluminium alloys are successfully employed in the transportation industry; A parallel trend has been observed in the last decades in civil engineering structures, where aluminium
alloys compete with steel (long-span roofing, bridges, hydraulic structures, offshore superstructures). This volume collects the lectures of out-standing international experts, who are
all involved in the codification activity of Eurocode 9 on Aluminium Structural Design. It illustrates, with particular reference to the fields of transportation and civil engineering, the
basic design principles from the material properties and the technological aspects of their application, to the evaluation of the resistance of the structural elements (member and
plates) under static, dynamic and fatigue loading conditions.
Building Information Modeling (BIM) refers to the consistent and continuous use of digital information throughout the entire lifecycle of a built facility, including its design,
construction and operation. In order to exploit BIM methods to their full potential, a fundamental grasp of their key principles and applications is essential. Accordingly, this book
combines discussions of theoretical foundations with reports from the industry on currently applied best practices. The book’s content is divided into six parts: Part I discusses the
technological basics of BIM and addresses computational methods for the geometric and semantic modeling of buildings, as well as methods for process modeling. Next, Part II covers
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the important aspect of the interoperability of BIM software products and describes in detail the standardized data format Industry Foundation Classes. It presents the different
classification systems, discusses the data format CityGML for describing 3D city models and COBie for handing over data to clients, and also provides an overview of BIM programming
tools and interfaces. Part III is dedicated to the philosophy, organization and technical implementation of BIM-based collaboration, and discusses the impact on legal issues including
construction contracts. In turn, Part IV covers a wide range of BIM use cases in the different lifecycle phases of a built facility, including the use of BIM for design coordination,
structural analysis, energy analysis, code compliance checking, quantity take-off, prefabrication, progress monitoring and operation. In Part V, a number of design and construction
companies report on the current state of BIM adoption in connection with actual BIM projects, and discuss the approach pursued for the shift toward BIM, including the hurdles taken.
Lastly, Part VI summarizes the book’s content and provides an outlook on future developments. The book was written both for professionals using or programming such tools, and for
students in Architecture and Construction Engineering programs.
In Finite Element Design of Concrete Structures: practical problems and their solutions the author addresses this blind belief in computer results by offering a useful critique that
important details are overlooked due to the flood of information from the output of computer calculations. Indeed, errors in the numerical model may lead in extreme cases to
structural failures as the collapse of the so-called Sleipner platform has demonstrated.
Structural Concrete
Safety, Reliability, Risk and Life-Cycle Performance of Structures and Infrastructures
CAD/CAM Abstracts
Buildings for Education
Proceedings of the International Colloquia on Stability and Ductility of Steel Structures (SDSS 2019), September 11-13, 2019, Prague, Czech Republic
Bridge Engineering, Third Edition

Roadwork Theory and Practice gives the essential information needed by every road worker, highway technician, incorporated, graduate or chartered engineer, not only by explaining the theory of road
construction and its associated activities, but by illustrating its application with practical working methods that are in use in everyday engineering practice. As such, it successfully bridges the gap so often
found between civil engineering theory and the day-to-day work of a highways engineer. Now in its fifth edition, this classic textbook has been fully revised in line with recent changes to EU standards,
legislation, terminology and specifications. The new edition now includes end of chapter review questions and references for further reading. Students will find this text fully caters for the requirements
of BTEC National and NVQ qualifications in construction, civil engineering and highways maintenance. In addition, content has been matched to the specifications of the new Higher Nationals in Civil
Engineering from Edexcel. Professionals will find the new edition to be an invaluable up-to-date reference source, especially of relevance to recent graduates new to the work place.
Distributed in the East European countries, China, Northern Korea, Cuba, Vietnam and Mongolia by Academia, Prague, Czechoslovakia This book is based on the efficient subsoil model introduced by
the authors in 1977 and applied in the last ten years in the design of foundations. From the designer's point of view, the model considerably reduces the extent of the calculations connected with the
numerical analysis of soil-structure interaction. The algorithms presented are geared for use on mini- and personal computers and can be used in any numerical method. A special chapter is devoted to the
implementation of the model in the NE-XX finite element program package, illustrated with diagrams, tables and practical examples. Besides presenting the energy definition and general theory of both
2D and 3D model forms, the book also deals with practical problems such as Kirchhoff's and Mindlin's foundation plates, interaction between neighbouring structures, actual values of physical constants
of subsoils and natural frequencies and shapes of foundation plates. Today, researchers and engineers can choose from a wide range of soil models, some fairly simple and others very elaborate.
However, the gap which has long existed between geomechanical theory and everyday design practice still persists. The present book is intended to suit the practical needs of the designer by introducing an
efficient subsoil model in which the surrounding soil is substituted by certain properties of the structure-soil interface. When a more precise solution is required, a more sophisticated model form can be
used. Its additional degrees of deformation freedom can better express the behaviour of layered or generally unhomogeneous subsoil. As a result, designers will find that this book goes some way towards
bridging the above-mentioned gap between structural design theory and day-to-day practice.
The state of the art in highway bridge engineering Fully updated with the latest codes and standards, including load and resistance factor design (LRFD), Bridge Engineering, Third Edition covers
highway bridge planning, design, construction, maintenance, and rehabilitation. This thoroughly revised reference contains cutting-edge analytical, design, and construction practices, the most current
information on new materials and methods, and proven, cost-effective maintenance and repair techniques. Real-world case studies and hundreds of helpful photos and illustrations are also included in
this practical resource. BRIDGE ENGINEERING, THIRD EDITION FEATURES COMPLETE COVERAGE OF: Highway bridge structures Project inception Project funding Design standards Bridge
inspection and site survey Physical testing As-built plans and other record data Superstructure types Deck types Wearing surface types Deck joint types Design loads Design methods Internal forces Load
distribution Concrete deck slabs Composite steel members Plate girder design Continuous beams Protecting steel superstructures Load rating Prestressed concrete Substructure design Abutments Piers
Bearings Managing the design process Contract documents Bridge management systems
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS WITH THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD Linear Statics Volume 1 : The Basis and Solids Eugenio Oñate The two volumes of this book cover most of the theoretical and
computational aspects of the linear static analysis of structures with the Finite Element Method (FEM). The content of the book is based on the lecture notes of a basic course on Structural Analysis with
the FEM taught by the author at the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC) in Barcelona, Spain for the last 30 years. Volume1 presents the basis of the FEM for structural analysis and a detailed
description of the finite element formulation for axially loaded bars, plane elasticity problems, axisymmetric solids and general three dimensional solids. Each chapter describes the background theory for
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each structural model considered, details of the finite element formulation and guidelines for the application to structural engineering problems. The book includes a chapter on miscellaneous topics such
as treatment of inclined supports, elastic foundations, stress smoothing, error estimation and adaptive mesh refinement techniques, among others. The text concludes with a chapter on the mesh generation
and visualization of FEM results. The book will be useful for students approaching the finite element analysis of structures for the first time, as well as for practising engineers interested in the details of
the formulation and performance of the different finite elements for practical structural analysis. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS WITH THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD Linear Statics Volume 2:
Beams, Plates and Shells Eugenio Oñate The two volumes of this book cover most of the theoretical and computational aspects of the linear static analysis of structures with the Finite Element Method
(FEM).The content of the book is based on the lecture notes of a basic course on Structural Analysis with the FEM taught by the author at the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC) in Barcelona,
Spain for the last 30 years. Volume 2 presents a detailed description of the finite element formulation for analysis of slender and thick beams, thin and thick plates, folded plate structures, axisymmetric
shells, general curved shells, prismatic structures and three dimensional beams. Each chapter describes the background theory for each structural model considered, details of the finite element
formulation and guidelines for the application to structural engineering problems Emphasis is put on the treatment of structures with layered composite materials. The book will be useful for students
approaching the finite element analysis of beam, plate and shell structures for the first time, as well as for practising engineers interested in the details of the formulation and performance of the
different finite elements for practical structural analysis.
BIM Handbook
Structural Analysis with the Finite Element Method. Linear Statics
Selected Topics
Pelvic Floor Disorders
Finite Element Design of Concrete Structures
Structures and Architecture
Written by experts from London’s renowned Royal Free Hospital, Textbook of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery offers a comprehensive overview of the
vast topic of reconstructive plastic surgery and its various subspecialties for introductory plastic surgery and surgical science courses. The book
comprises five sections covering the fundamental principles of plastic surgery, cancer, burns and trauma, paediatric plastic surgery and aesthetic
surgery, and covers the breadth of knowledge that students need to further their career in this exciting field. Additional coverage of areas in which
reconstructive surgery techniques are called upon includes abdominal wall reconstruction, ear reconstruction and genital reconstruction. A chapter on
aesthetic surgery includes facial aesthetic surgery and blepharoplasty, aesthetic breast surgery, body contouring and the evolution of hair
transplantation.The broad scope of this volume and attention to often neglected specialisms such as military plastic surgery make this a unique
contribution to the field. Heavily illustrated throughout, Textbook of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery is essential reading for anyone interested in
furthering their knowledge of this exciting field. This book was produced as part of JISC's Institution as e-Textbook Publisher project. Find out more
at https://www.jisc.ac.uk/rd/projects/institution-as-e-textbook-publisher
To take full advantage of Building Information Modeling, the Autodesk(R) Revit(R) 2018 Structure Fundamentals student guide has been designed to teach
the concepts and principles from building design through construction documentation using the Autodesk(R) Revit(R) 2018 Structure software. This student
guide is intended to introduce students to the user interface and the basic building components of the software that makes it a powerful and flexible
structural modeling tool. The goal is to familiarize you with the tools required to create, modify, analyze, and document the parametric model./p>
Topics Covered Introduction to the Autodesk Revit software Basic drawing and editing tools Setting up levels and grids Working with views Starting a
structural project based on a linked architectural model Adding structural columns and walls Adding foundations and structural slabs Structural
reinforcement Beams, trusses, and framing systems Analytical models and placing loads Project practices to reinforce learning Construction documents
Annotating construction documents Detailing Scheduling Prerequisites This student guide introduces the fundamental skills in learning how to use the
Autodesk Revit Structure software. It is highly recommended that students have experience and knowledge in structural design and its terminology.
Structural Analysis Systems: Software-Hardware Capability-Compatibility-Applications, Volume 2 is a practical guidebook on structural analysis systems
and their applications. It provides detailed information about a specific software, its postprocessor capabilities and limitations, computer-aided
design connection, and compatibility with the most common computers. Several practical examples from industry with computer and user cost are given.
This volume consists of 17 chapters and begins with a description of AFAG, a dual finite element analysis program based on the flexibility method. The
discussion then turns to the AQUADYN system, designed primarily to reduce the hydrodynamics problem to a linear integral equation for large floating or
immersed structures. The following chapters focus on other structural analysis computer programs such as BOSOR4 and BOSOR5, INFESA, MEF/MOSAIC, RCAFAG,
and STRUGEN. Some general purpose and special purpose finite element programs used for stress analysis of composite materials are also considered. This
book will be a useful resource for practitioners in scientific and industrial disciplines such as mechanical or civil engineering, informatics, applied
mathematics, and computer science.
Reinforced concrete (R/C) is one of the main building materials used worldwide, and an understanding of its structural performance under gravity and
seismic loads, albeit complex, is crucial for the design of cost effective and safe buildings. Concrete Buildings in Seismic Regions comprehensively
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covers of all the analysis and design issues related to the design of reinforced concrete buildings under seismic action. It is suitable as a reference
to the structural engineer dealing with specific problems during the design process and also for undergraduate and graduate structural, concrete and
earthquake engineering courses. This revised edition provides new and significantly developed coverage of seismic isolation and passive devices, and
coverage of recent code modifications as well as notes on future developments of standards. It retains an overview of structural dynamics, the analysis
and design of new R/C buildings in seismic regions, post-earthquake damage evaluation, pre-earthquake assessment of buildings and retrofitting
procedures, and several numerical examples. The book outlines appropriate structural systems for many types of buildings, explores recent developments,
and covers the last two decades of analysis, design, and earthquake engineering. It specifically addresses seismic demand issues and the basic issues of
structural dynamics, considers the "capacity" of structural systems to withstand seismic effects in terms of strength and deformation, and highlights
the assessment of existing R/C buildings under seismic action. All of the material has been developed to fit a modern seismic code and offers in-depth
knowledge of the background upon which the code rules are based. It complies with European Codes of Practice for R/C buildings in seismic regions, and
includes references to current American Standards for seismic design.
Greening Affordable Housing
Reinforced Concrete Slabs
Tunnel Engineering
New concepts, applications and challenges
Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete (ACI 318-11M) and Commentary

The tension structures discussed in this book are predominantly roofing forms created from pre-stressed cable nets, cable trusses, and continuous membranes (fabric structures). A unique
feature in their design is "form-finding" - an interactive process of defining the shape of a structure under tension. The book discusses the role of stable minimal surfaces (minimum energy
forms occurring in natural objects, such as soap films) in finding optimal shapes of membrane and cable structures. The discussion of form-finding is extended to structural forms whose shape
is supposedly known, such as suspension bridge cables.
3D image reconstruction is used in many fields, such as medicine, entertainment, and computer science. This highly demanded process comes with many challenges, such as images
becoming blurry by atmospheric turbulence, getting snowed with noise, or becoming damaged within foreign regions. It is imperative to remain well-informed with the latest research in this
field. Recent Advances in 3D Imaging, Modeling, and Reconstruction is a collection of innovative research on the methods and common techniques of image reconstruction as well as the
accuracy of these methods. Featuring coverage on a wide range of topics such as ray casting, holographic techniques, and machine learning, this publication is ideally designed for graphic
designers, computer engineers, medical professionals, robotics engineers, city planners, game developers, researchers, academicians, and students.
Dramatic improvement in imaging techniques (3D ultrasonography, dynamic magnetic resonance) allows greater insight into the complex anatomy of the pelvic floor and its pathological
modifications.Obstetrical events leading to fecal and urinary incontinence in women, the development of pelvic organ prolapse, and mechanism of voiding dysfunction and obstructed
defecation can now be accurately assessed, which is fundamental for appropriate treatment decision making. This book is written for gynecologists, colorectal surgeons, urologists,
radiologists, and gastroenterologists with a special interest in this field of medicine. It is also relevant to everyone who aspires to improve their understanding of the fundamental principles of
pelvic floor disorders.
Books on green building theories, principles and strategies applicable to life cycles of all kinds of buildings and building types are already widely available. However, those specifically on
greening affordable housing that guide various housing stakeholders at different life cycles are still very limited. This book intends to fill this gap. Integrating green building enables
stakeholders to address the environmental component that has not traditionally been seen as an integral part of affordable housing development. The book presents theories and principles
with practical methods, strategies and processes not only to make affordable housing green but also to support economic stability and social equity.
Autodesk Authorized Publisher
Data Rich Architecture at Small and Medium Scales
13th Scandinavian Conference, Scia 2003, Halmstad, Sweden, June 29-July 2, 2003 : Proceedings
Design of Steel Portal Frame Buildings to Eurocode 3
eWork and eBusiness in Architecture, Engineering and Construction
Theory of Plates and Shells

This is a comprehensive review of research related to construction informatics, with a particular focus on the related 5th framework EU projects on product and process
technology and the implementation of the new economy technologies and business models in the construction industry.
The task of structuring information on built environment has presented challenges to the research community, software developers and the industry for the last 20 years.
Recent work has taken advantage of Web and industry standards such as XML, OWL, IFC and STEP. Another important technology for the fragmented AEC industry is digital
communication. Wired or wireless, it brings together architects, engineers and construction site workers, enabling them to exchange information, communicate and work
together. Virtual enterprise organization structures, involving mobile teams over distance, are highly compatible with the needs of the construction industry.
Discover BIM: A better way to build better buildings Building Information Modeling (BIM) offers a novel approach to design, construction, and facility management in which a
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digital representation of the building product and process is used to facilitate the exchange and interoperability of information in digital format. BIM is beginning to change
the way buildings look, the way they function, and the ways in which they are designed and built. The BIM Handbook, Third Edition provides an in-depth understanding of
BIM technologies, the business and organizational issues associated with its implementation, and the profound advantages that effective use of BIM can provide to all
members of a project team. Updates to this edition include: Information on the ways in which professionals should use BIM to gain maximum value New topics such as
collaborative working, national and major construction clients, BIM standards and guides A discussion on how various professional roles have expanded through the
widespread use and the new avenues of BIM practices and services A wealth of new case studies that clearly illustrate exactly how BIM is applied in a wide variety of
conditions Painting a colorful and thorough picture of the state of the art in building information modeling, the BIM Handbook, Third Edition guides readers to successful
implementations, helping them to avoid needless frustration and costs and take full advantage of this paradigm-shifting approach to construct better buildings that
consume fewer materials and require less time, labor, and capital resources.
The book covers new developments in structural topology optimization. Basic features and limitations of Michell s truss theory, its extension to a broader class of support
conditions, generalizations of truss topology optimization, and Michell continua are reviewed. For elastic bodies, the layout problems in linear elasticity are discussed and the
method of relaxation by homogenization is outlined. The classical problem of free material design is shown to be reducible to a locking material problem, even in the
multiload case. For structures subjected to dynamic loads, it is explained how they can be designed so that the structural eigenfrequencies of vibration are as far away as
possible from a prescribed external excitation frequency (or a band of excitation frequencies) in order to avoid resonance phenomena with high vibration and noise levels.
For diffusive and convective transport processes and multiphysics problems, applications of the density method are discussed. In order to take uncertainty in material
parameters, geometry, and operating conditions into account, techniques of reliability-based design optimization are introduced and reviewed for their applicability to
topology optimization.
Bridge Design & Engineering
An Interactive Approach
A Guide to Building Information Modeling for Owners, Designers, Engineers, Contractors, and Facility Managers
Modelling of Soil-Structure Interaction
Autodesk Revit 2018 Structure Fundamentals - Metric Units
Textbook of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
The excellently received call for papers of the 13th Scandinavian Conference on Image Analysis, June 29–July 2 (SCIA 2003) resulted in the
selected articles of this proceedings. Additionally the volume also contains invited contributions from – Ivar Austvoll, Stavanger University
College (NO), – Lars B? a? ath, Halmstad University (SE), – Ewert Bengtsson, Uppsala University (SE), – Rasmus Larsen, Technical University
of Denmark (DK), – Jussi Parkkinen, University of Joensuu (FI), – Pietro Perona, California Institute of Technology (US) which brings the
total number of articles to 152. The theme of the papers are dominated by the categories – Feature extraction – Depth and surface – Medical
image processing – Shape analysis – Segmentation and spatial grouping – Coding and representation – Motion analysis – Texture analysis –
Color analysis – Indexing and categorization which also represent the topical groupings of this book. The particularly strong response to the
feature extraction, depth and surface, and medical image processing themes makes us believe that these areas are c- rently expansive, partly
because of the rich set of problems which remain to be addressed.
Although the disciplines of architecture and structural engineering have both experienced their own historical development, their interaction
has resulted in many fascinating and delightful structures. To take this interaction to a higher level, there is a need to stimulate the
inventive and creative design of architectural structures and to persua
Structures and ArchitectureNew concepts, applications and challengesCRC Press
For more than forty years the series of International Colloquia on Stability and Ductility of Steel Structures has been supported by the
Structural Stability Research Council (SSRC). Its objective is to present the latest results in theoretical, numerical and experimental
research in the area of stability and ductility of steel and steel-concrete composite structures. In Stability and Ductility of Steel
Structures 2019, the focus is on new concepts and procedures concerning the analysis and design of steel structures and on the background,
development and application of rules and recommendations either appearing in recently published Codes or Specifications and in emerging
versions, all in anticipation of the new edition of Eurocodes. The series of International Colloquia on Stability and Ductility of Steel
Structures started in Paris in 1972, the last five being held in: Timisoara, Romania (1999), Budapest, Hungary (2002), Lisbon, Portugal
(2006), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2010) and Timisoara, Romania (2016). The 2019 edition of SDSS is organized by the Czech Technical University
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in Prague.
Image Analysis
Nuclear Science Abstracts
Software — Hardware Capability — Compatibility — Applications
Structural Analysis Systems
Scientific American
European Conference on Product and Process Modelling 2006 (ECPPM 2006), Valencia, Spain, 13-15 September 2006

Safety, Reliability, Risk and Life-Cycle Performance of Structures and Infrastructures contains the plenary lectures and papers presented
at the 11th International Conference on STRUCTURAL SAFETY AND RELIABILITY (ICOSSAR2013, New York, NY, USA, 16-20 June 2013), and
covers major aspects of safety, reliability, risk and life-cycle performance of str
This volume presents a selection of chapters covering a wide range of tunneling engineering topics. The scope was to present reviews of
established methods and new approaches in construction practice and in digital technology tools like building information modeling. The
book is divided in four sections dealing with geological aspects of tunneling, analysis and design, new challenges in tunnel construction,
and tunneling in the digital era. Topics from site investigation and rock mass failure mechanisms, analysis and design approaches, and
innovations in tunnel construction through digital tools are covered in 10 chapters. The references provided will be useful for further
reading.
In todayOCOs digital, green, and consumer driven marketplace, it is critical to be knowledgeable about the latest approaches, tools and
systems that can help you seamlessly and reliably conduct building performance verification assessments. This groundbreaking book
provides you with a solid understanding of the underpinnings of embedded commissioning (ECx) as the overarching building evaluation
approach.You find a review of significant and emerging approaches within ECx, including product models, process models, BIM (building
information modeling), laser technology based modeling, mapping between process and product models, building codes, and data access
and exchange standards. Moreover, this forward-looking resource provides you with details on the latest research findings in the areas of
sensor networks, value based design, fields tools and AR/AV methods, just-in-time technologies, and wearable computers."
Paves the path for the adoption and effective implementation of BIM by design firms, emphasizing the design opportunities that this
workflow affords This book expands on BIM (Building Information Modeling), showing its applicability to a range of design-oriented
projects. It emphasizes the full impact that a data modeling tool has on design processes, systems, and the high level of collaboration
required across the design team. It also explains the quantitative analysis opportunities that BIM affords for sustainable design and for
balancing competing design agendas, while highlighting the benefits BIM offers to designing in 3D for construction. The book concludes
with a deep look at the possible future of BIM and digitally-enhanced design. Through clear explanation of the processes involved and
compelling case studies of design-oriented projects presented with full-color illustrations, BIM for Design Firms: Data Rich Architecture at
Small and Medium Scales proves that the power of BIM is far more than an improved documentation and sharing environment. It offers
chapters that discuss a broad range of digital design, including problems with BIM, how readers can leverage BIM workflows for complex
projects, the way BIM is taught, and more. Helps architects in small and medium design studios realize the cost and efficiency benefits of
using BIM Demonstrates how the use of BIM is as relevant and beneficial for a range of projects, from small buildings to large and
complex commercial developments Highlights the quantitative analysis opportunities of data-rich BIM models across design disciplines
for climate responsiveness, design exploration, visualization, documentation, and error detection Includes full-color case studies of small
to medium projects, so that examples are applicable to a range of practice types Features projects by Arca Architects, ARX Protugal
Arquitectos, Bearth & Deplazes, Durbach Block Jaggers, Flansburgh Architects, and LEVER Architecture BIM for Design Firms is an
excellent book for architects in small and medium-sized studios (including design departments within large firms) as well as for
architecture students.
Classed Subject Catalog
Building Information Modeling
Roadwork: Theory and Practice
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Embedded Commissioning of Building Systems
Tensile Surface Structures
A Practical Guide to Cable and Membrane Construction
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